
Vision, Mission and Values

Belvedere British School to provide an excellent teaching
and learning environment where students achieve more
due to the high standards expected from our educational

philosophy. Ultimately we aim to prepare students for life,
based on our values of Tolerance, Respect, and

Responsibility.
We provide a holistic education and inspire lifelong learning.

Our students are motivated to apply themselves so they
achieve their full potential in all aspects of school life. We
encourage high and realistic expectations, so our students
have aspirations that take them beyond school to their own

futures, in the UAE and internationally.

#advitamparamus
#preparationforlife
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Dear Parents,

The under-11 Futsal boys team played the playoff stage last Friday and won the first match in the round of 16 against
Nebras School with a wide score of 5-1. They gave a wonderful performance, and on Saturday we played a round-of-8
match against Al-Ikhlas Private School, and it was a strong match. It ended in a draw with a score of 1-1, and then we won
in the end on penalties with a score of 5-4. We presented a heroic performance, and then we played our last match in the
quarterfinals against Al-Ittihad Private School, and the match ended with a score of 2-2 after we had lost 2–0. With the
strength of determination and the strength of character of our students, we came back in the match and scored two
goals. Finally, we were unlucky in the penalty shootout and lost 4-3. A big thank you to all the students for their incredible
effort during the football tournament. Your dedication and hard work were truly inspiring. And a heartfelt thank you to all
the parents for their unwavering support throughout. We couldn't have done it without you!" Congratulations on a
fantastic effort in this year's tournament! We're already looking forward to seeing our students become 'chompions' next
year! Keep up the great work and
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Congratulations to Arianny for winning the gold medal in the Adek Sports
Cup! It must be an incredible achievement for her. Arianny, your victory is a
testament to your talent and commitment, and I have every confidence that

this is just the beginning of a long and successful journey in Taekwondo.
Keep shining bright and never stop reaching for your dreams. Once again,

congratulations on this amazing accomplishment, Arianny! You have made
us all incredibly proud.
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And we take time out to
acknowledge and honour

our annual Quran
competition contestants
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FS2 had a fabulous day last week with their Teddy
Bear’s Picnic. What fun they had in their beautiful

pyjamas with their gorgeous fluffy friends 
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This week, our school assemblies covered two main foci:

International Women’s Day 
Ramadan 

International Women’s Day: 

Led by Ms Natalie along with input from Mr Jay, Mr Fred, Ms Rena, Ali Al Sultany
10B, Deshna Chaudhari 10A, Nemat Elawad 12A, Vayun Meena 12B, Omar Taha 13A
and Aisha Tijani 13A.

This assembly celebrated the amazing women who inspire us on a daily basis and
their impact on their wider world. The day marks a call to action for accelerating
gender parity. Significant activity is witnessed worldwide as groups come together
to celebrate women's achievements or rally for women's equality. 

Marked annually on March 8th, International Women's Day (IWD) is one of the most
important days of the year to:

celebrate women's achievements
raise awareness about women's equality
lobby for accelerated gender parity
fundraise for female-focused charities

Imagine a gender equal world. A world free of bias, stereotypes, and discrimination.
A world that's diverse, equitable, and inclusive. A world where difference is valued
and celebrated. Together we can forge women's equality. Collectively we can all
#InspireInclusion.

Thank you for your ongoing support and partnership in promoting the well-being
and success of our students.
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Ms Netanye Nash
KS3 Leader

Mr. Fred Brobbey
KS4 Leader

Ms Natalie McSkimming

KS5 Leader
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This week, something super cool happened in our math class – we did a little bit of art! Yep, you
heard it right! Math and art got together to create something amazing.

We didn't just crunch numbers and solve equations. Nope, we got our creative hats on and made
some awesome stuff using shapes and pixel art.

-Ms. Netanye Nash



Maths Masters:

Maths Mind:

Maths Motivated:
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Congratulations to February’s Maths Mind, Math Motivated, and Maths
Masters!

We are thrilled to announce the outstanding achievements of our students in
mathematics for the month of February. These remarkable individuals have
showcased their dedication, talent, and passion for mathematics, earning

prestigious titles and recognition.

-Ms. Netanye Nash

Joining our esteemed Maths Masters title holders, Marwan Ahmed (7C) and Mariam Tijani (8C) have secured a bronze medal,
marking a significant accomplishment in their mathematical journey.

In the Maths Masters program, students are recognized for their mastery of key mathematical skills. Achieving bronze indicates
mastering more than 145 key skills, silver for mastering more than 175, and gold for mastering more than 200.

Bronze Gold

Maira 8C Marwan 7C Mariam 8C Sara 8C Gerilyn 8C Hussein 8A Ali 10B Maira 8C

Congratulations to the following students for their outstanding performance as Maths Minds:

These students have demonstrated exceptional mathematical abilities, reflecting their hard work and dedication to the subject.

Amirah 7A Saanvi 7B Aymen 7C Roni 8A Jasmin 8B Bayan 8C Abigail 9A Samuel 9B Ramiz 9C

We also congratulate the following students for their motivation and dedication to mathematics as part of the Maths Motivated
program:

Their enthusiasm and commitment to learning mathematics are truly commendable.

Fatimah 7A Ayeza 7B Amna 7C Deema 8A Mariam 8B Seant 8C Sama 9A Ayan 9B Ahmed 9C

We extend our heartfelt congratulations to all the students who have excelled in mathematics. Your
achievements inspire us all and exemplify the importance of dedication and perseverance. Keep up the

fantastic work, and continue to explore the exciting world of mathematics!
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We encourage everyone to feed their
creativity this week during our Art Day on

Friday 
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Mr Guillaume Routier, Mrs Fatima Afassi Mrs Nafissa Hamed Visited our school to introduce French
Language Diplomas Delf prim & Delf Junior. Thank you @afabudhabi for your visit and looking

forward to future collaboration. #french #annéedelafrancophonie #learnfrench #bbs #afabudhabi
#alliancefrançaise


